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Summary
Pearson's paper of 1900 introducedwhat subsequentlybecame known as the chi-squaredtest of
goodness of fit. The terminologyand allusions of 80 years ago create a barrierfor the modern
reader,who findsthat the interpretationof Pearson'stest procedureand the assessmentof whathe
achievedare less than straightforward,
notwithstandingthe technicaladvancesmade since then. An
attemptis made here to surmountthese difficultiesby exploringPearson'srelevantactivitiesduring
the first decade of his statisticalcareer, and by describingthe work by his contemporariesand
predecessorswhich seem to have influencedhis approachto the problem.Not all the questionsare
answered,and others remainfor furtherstudy.
Key words: Bravais;Degrees of freedom;Edgeworth;Goodness of fit; Large deviations;Multinomial distribution;Multivariateerror law; Multivariatenormal density; Runs at roulette; Small
probabilitydensity.

1 Introduction
Karl Pearson was a man of many parts: the applied mathematician who completed
Todhunter's History of the Theory of Elasticity; the philosopher of science whom Lenin
described as 'this conscientious and honest opponent of materialism' (1970, p. 170); the
statistician who espoused the cause of evolution and edited Biometrika for 35 years; the
innovator and administrator whose Department became famous and influential; the
tireless contributor to the British war effort during 1914-18; the employer who gave
scientific work to women at a time when this was exceptional; and the family man who
returned to seek his ancestry among the dales of the North York Moors.
When Pearson was 33 years of age, his career began to change as a consequence of two
events:
(I) the publication in 1889 of Galton's book Natural Inheritance;
(II) the appointment in 1890 of Weldon to the Chair of Zoology at University
College London.
Galton was led to his work on regression and correlation by interests in psychology,
heredity, and anthropology. Weldon was impressed by Darwin's theory of natural selection, and had used elementary statistical methods, assisted by Galton. He established
contact with Pearson, provided data for analysis, and encouraged theoretical developments.
During the period 1891-1900, Pearson's energies were mainly concentrated on furthering the study and applications of correlation and regression. In 1900 there appeared his
paper on the chi-squared test of goodness of fit. Everyone agrees that such procedures
now form an essential part of statistical method. But few people read the paper, and those
who do find that the terminology and allusions pose questions to be resolved and possibly
answered. These questions are considered in what follows, where the objectives are
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threefold: an exploration of Pearson's relevant activities during the first decade of his
statisticalcareer;a descriptionof the work by his contemporariesand predecessorswhich
directlyor indirectlyinfluencedhis approachto the problem;and an attemptto interpret
his test procedureand place his achievementin the context of statisticalknowledgeat the
time.

2 Goodness of fit
When Pearson appliedfor the GreshamLectureshipin Geometry in November 1890, he
includedgraphicalstatisticsand the theory of probabilityand insuranceamong the topics
on whichhe proposedto speak. The lectureson 'The Geometryof Statistics'were given in
November 1891, January1892, and May 1892. They containeda full accountof graphical
methods. The lectures on 'The Laws of Chance'were given in November 1892 and early
in 1893. They were based on as much experimentalevidence and as little theory as
possible. No doubt the time of the lectures (6 pm) and the audienceof 'clerksand others
engaged during the day in the City' determined his approach.Another influence must
have been Edgeworth'sNewmarchLectures, given in June 1892, which covered probabilistic assessment of empirical evidence. Pearson had received the syllabus from
Edgeworth(they correspondedon statisticsat this time) and it is likely that he attended.
The following details on his methods of collecting and interpreting experimental
evidence are obtainedby collatingthe syllabusesreproducedby E.S. Pearson (1938) with
Chapter2 of K. Pearson (1897a). This chapteris entitled 'The scientificaspect of Monte
Carlo roulette' and is essentially the same as an article on 'Science and Monte Carlo'
which appearedin February1894.
Pearsonoccupiedpart of the vacationof 1892 with 2400 tosses of ten shillingsat a time
'frequentlyin the open air'.His formerpupil, Mr C.L.T. Griffithsupplementedthe shilling
results with 8178 tosses of a penny, and 1000 drawings of nine tickets from a bag
containing 90 tickets, ten of each digit. Further material was required, and a friend
suggested the Monte Carlo roulette tables. But how could the material be obtained? The
Royal Society or British Association were unlikely to award a grant for the expenses of a
stay of several months in Monte Carlo. Luckily, records were published in Le Monaco,
available weekly in Paris at a cost of one franc.

Pearson's analysis of these artificialexperiments depends on considering 'deviations
from the most probable'in relationto the 'standarddeviation',a term which first appears
in his lecture syllabus for 31 January 1893. If the laws of chance apply to Monte Carlo

roulette, then several consequencesfollow:
(a) Black and red are equally likely when the zero is excluded.
(b) All 37 numbers are equiprobable.
(c) Runs of the same colour follow a geometric distribution.
Pearson accepted the first hypothesis. As regards the second, he took 16563 throws
from four weeks' play and compared the standard deviation of the observed frequencies
(15.85) with the theoretical standard deviation (20.87) by finding 'the standard deviation
= 2.43). He interpreted the results to mean a divergence
of the standard deviation'
between experiment and (o-,2n
theory. The individual frequencies have not survived, but his
value of the theoretical standard deviation is easily confirmed, being that for a binomial
distribution.
Table 1 relates to the third hypothesis and shows the distribution of runs for 4274 trials
at roulette and 4191 tosses of a penny. Pearson inspected each class and derived
probabilities from a normal approximation to the binomial distribution. He found that
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Table 1
Runs in rouletteand coin tossing(K. Pearson,1897)
Runs

Roulette
Experiment
Theory
Standarddeviation
Actual deviation
Tossing
Experiment
Theory
Standarddeviation
Actual deviation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2462
2137
33
325

945
1068
28
123

333
534
22
201

220
267
16
47

135
134
12
1

81
67
8
14

43
33
6
10

30
17
4
13

12
8
3
4

7
4
2
3

5
2
1.5
3

1
1
1
0

2163
2095
32
68

1056 479
1048 524
28 21
8
45

240
262
16
22

120
131
11
11

68
65
8
3

40
33
6
7

15
16
4
1

4
8
3
4

5
4
2
1

0
2
1.5
2

1
1
1
0

Over
12
0
0
-

0
0
0
0

tossing agreed with theory, but that Monte Carlo roulette was not subject to the laws of
chance. His commentsshow that he selected the largestof his deviationsin orderto refute
the hypothesis.
During the period 1893-9, Pearson's statistical interests expanded rapidly. He developed his system of frequencycurves, laid the foundationsof multiple correlationand
regression,and obtained the probableerrors and correlationsof estimated coefficientsin
large samples. Everythingwas directed towards the study of problems in heredity and
evolution. Among these manifoldactivitiesis includedhis presentationof the multivariate
normal distribution.Section 10(b) of Pearson (1896) is entitled 'Edgeworth'sTheorem'.
The coefficientsof squares and productsin the exponent of the density are expressed in
terms of minors of the determinantformed by the correlationcoefficients.
Pearson'spublishedwork of this period shows no advance in the methods of judging
theory by observationfrom the point which he had reached in 1893. Indeed, the drift of
Pearson (1897b) lies in the direction of judging observationsby theory. Cloudiness at
Breslaufor the years 1876-85 was classifieddaily on a scale of degrees rangingfrom 0 to
10. The frequenciesof degrees form a U-shaped distribution,except that the regularfall
and rise is interruptedat degree 9, attributedin the sourceof the data to a personalbias in
the observer. Miss Alice Lee fitted a Pearson curve, and Pearson comments as follows.
'Consideringthe rough nature of cloudiness observations, the agreement must be
consideredfairly good, and very probablythe smooth results of the theory are closer to
the real facts of the case than the irregularobservations.'
This shows much confidence,but the determinationof cloudinessdid presentdifficulties
and the irregularityis certainlymarked. Another instance of the same logic is given by
Pearson (1895, example XII).
3 Chi squared
The title of Pearson (1900) refers to 'deviationsfrom the probable'and the introductory
paragraphto 'a criterionof the probability'.Both phrases call for explanation.
There follows a preliminarypropositionconcerninga system x1, x2,... , x, of deviations
from the means of n variables with standard deviations at2, 2*,...,
and with correla*a,
tions r12, r13, r23,..., rn-1,,. Write x for the vector of deviations. Suppose that x has a

normal distributionwith mean zero and dispersionmatrix V. Define
2=
xTV-1x

(formula(ii.) in modern notation).
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'Then: X2= constant, is the equation to a generalised 'ellipsoid', all over the surface of
which the frequencyof the system of errorsor deviations x1, x2,... x,*
is constant.The
,
values which X must be given to cover the whole of space are from 0 to oo.'
He next refers the ellipsoid to its principalaxes, squeezes to a sphere, transformsto
generalizedpolar coordinates,and cancels common factors representing'solid angles' to
find that 'the chances of a system of errors with as great or greaterfrequencythan that
denoted by X is given by....
dX

P = Je-•2Xn-1

(iii.)
dX

je-?X2x-1

So soon as we know the observed deviations and the probable errors (or tr's) and
correlation of errorsin any case we can find X from (ii.), and then an evaluationof (iii.)
gives us what appearsto be a fairlyreasonablecriterionof the probabilityof such an error
occurringon a randomselection being made.'
Few details are given, and the question ariseswhetherhe had alreadycarriedout these
manipulationselsewhere. Furthermore,the descriptionof P is puzzling.The frequencyis
not X but is proportionalto exp (-IX2). Consequently,the frequenciescomprisedby the
definitionof P are as small or smallerthan for the systemof errorsobserved.On the other
hand, the second paragraphmakes clear that P is 'the criterion of the probability'
mentioned in the statement of objectives.
Two series expansionsare now derivedfor the probabilityP, equation(v.) for n odd and
equation (vi.) for n even.
'The series (v.) and (vi.) both admitof fairlyeasy calculation,and give sensiblythe same
resultsif n be even moderatelylarge. If we put P = - in (v.) and (vi.) we have equationsto
determine X = Xo, the value giving the 'probabilityellipsoid'. This ellipsoid has already
been consideredby Bertrandfor n = 2 (probabilityellipse) and Czuber for n = 3.'
The brief comment on Bertrand and Czuber is the only indication of theoretical
sources, and there is no list of references. What did they do, and where?
'The table whichconcludesthis paper gives the values of P for a series of values of X2in
a slightly differentcase. We can, however, adopt it for general purposes, when we only
want a rough approximationto the probabilityor improbabilityof a given system of
deviations.'
Part of the table was calculatedwith the help of Miss Alice Lee, DSc. How is the case
slightly different?Why is the approximationonly rough? Does the distinctionbetween
'probability'and 'improbability'mean that they correspondto large and small values of P
respectively?
Section 3 begins as follows. 'Now let us applythe above resultsto the problemof the fit
of an observed to a theoretical frequency distribution. Let there be an (n + 1)-fold
grouping,and let the observed frequenciesof the groups be
'n1,

'n2,

m'3 ...

m/,

mn,

and the theoretical frequencies supposed known a priori be
m1,

m2,

13

*

. .*

,

,n+l;

then S(m) = S(m') = N = total frequency.
'Further, if e = m'- m give the error, we have
el + e2+ e3+ ... + e,+l =0.
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Hence only n of the n + 1 errorsare variables;the (n + 1)-th is determinedwhen the first n
are known, and in using formula(ii.) we treat only of n variables.'
He proceeds to replace x by e in the definition of X2. The multinomial standard
deviations and correlationcoefficientsare stated, then substitutedin equation (ii.). Three
pages of algebralead to the classicaltextbook formula:
S2=

S

(L

(xv.)

where the summationis now to extend to all (n + 1) errors,and not merelyto the first n.
'(4) This result is of very great simplicity,and very easily applicable.The quantity

is a measureof the goodnessof fit, and the stages of our investigationsare prettyclear.'
Well, not entirely clear, since he goes on to say that P gives the 'improbabilityof the
system observed' when n + 1 is odd, and the 'probabilityof the system observed' when
n + 1 is even. The algebraicdifficultieshere occur because the evaluationof X2is treated
asymmetrically.There are no multinomialprobabilitiesin the paper. So had the multinomial moments been derived previously?
The final section of theory is concernedwith the case where the theoreticaldistribution
has to be judged from the sample. Pearson argues that the effect of insertingthe 'best'
values of the constantswill be that conclusionsof acceptanceor rejection are the same as
when the distributionis known a priori.
'Now our argument as to goodness of fit will be based on the general order of
magnitudeof the probabilityP, and not on slight differencesin the value.'
This suggests that judging the theoretical distributionfrom the sample itself is the
'slightlydifferentcase' leading to the 'rough approximation'.
Eight illustrationscomplete the paper. The first two concern an artificialexperiment
made by Weldon in 1893. He collected 26306 tosses of groupsof 12 dice, and observed
the number of dice with 5 or 6 points. In illustrationI, Pearson considerswhether the
results are due to randomselection, and he concludesthat dice exhibit a bias towardsthe
higherpoints. Weldon suggestedtakingthe chanceof 5 or 6 points to be 0.3377 insteadof
1, and this proposal is examined in illustrationII.
'Hence:

2'Hence:=
17.775,7555.

This gives us by the first formulain (ii.) of art. 4:
P = 0. 1227;

or the odds are now only 8 to 1 against a system of deviations as improbableor more
improbablethan this one.'
More than half of the value of X2 comes from the class with 11 dice, where the
theoretical frequency is 1. In Statistical Methods for Research Workers, Fisher (1925)
combines the last three groups and finds X2=8.179 on 9 degrees of freedom, whence
0.5 <P<0.7.
Illustration IV concerns the frequency of petals in buttercups. The theoretical frequencies come from a Pearson curve of beta-function type.
'These lead to X2= 4.885,528; whence we find for the probability of a system of
deviations as much or more removed from the most probable
P = 0.5586.'
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IllustrationsVI and VII, correctedby Pearson (1901), demolishthe normaldistribution
as a universallaw of errors.
Pearson's 1900 paper poses many problems. How much did he add to the work of
Edgeworth,Bertrandand Czuber?Can the differingdescriptionsof P be reconciled?How
far was he right about the effect of estimatingconstants?An attemptwill now be made to
answer these questions, and others which have arisen incidentally while following his
approachduringten years towardsthe determinationof goodness of fit.
4 Background
The enquiry must begin long before 1890, and an appropriatestartingpoint is 1811. In
that year, Laplacewas concernedto justifythe method of least squaresfor two unknowns
when the numberof observationsis large, using the criterionof minimumabsoluteerror.
Much the same material is given by Laplace (1820, ? 21). He obtains a probability
element for the errors u and u' expressed by
I dudu'
k
4k" r VE a2 exp

k(Fu2 + 2Guu'+Hu'2)
4k"a2E

This is best describedas a bivariatelaw of errors.The term bivariatenormaldistribution
is misleadingbecause the standardformulationsof today involve the correlationcoefficient of u and u', and that idea was not discovereduntil 1888. Laplaceintegratesout one
variable, arrivesat the classicallaw of errorsfor the other, calculatesthe mean absolute
error, and that is all the use he makes of the distribution.
Whereas Laplace was essentially concerned with errors in one dimension, Bravais
(1846) introducedthe study of distributionsin the plane and in space. A favourablereport
on what seems to be this memoir appearedin 1838, and Bravaisdepartedon a lengthy
scientificexpeditionin the same year. What then is the connection,if any, with that part
of his 1837 doctoral thesis concerned with methods employed in taking bearings under
sail?
Laplaceused asymptoticmethods,but Bravaisadopted an exact approach.Two themes
of his memoir are important in the sequel. The first is concerned with the joint
distributionof variables
x = Am +Bn +Cp+...,
y= A'm+B'n+C'p+...,
z = A"m + B"n + C"p +...

where m, n, . . . are independentlydistributedwith probabilitydensity functions proportional to e-h-m2, e-h-" , . . .,respectively. In the case of two variables, he arrives at a
bivariate error law and relates the coefficients in the density to the moments of the
variables. His results for the distribution of x, y and z are more striking. He arrives
similarly at the probability element
G
3/2

exp {-(ax2+

by2 + CZ2+ 2exy +2fxz + 2gyz)} dx dy dz.

The coefficients are expressed in terms of
ao=
[2 =

A2Ihm,

,

AA'/hm,

A'2/hm,

l=

P1 =

,

AA"/hm,

o2=

A"2/hm

o=
,

A'A"/hm,
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by equations of the form

a = G2
Here

2-P),...

,

- ao3o).
g = G2(p343

1/G2 = aala2 + 22000102-ao, 1-a11 -a22,

and is what we would now call the determinant of the matrix of variances and covariances.
The concluding Note on pp. 318-30 suggests that Bravais, using a notation attributed to
Laplace, was capable of handling the necessary algebra for four variables, although in fact
he stopped after verifying the formula for 1/G2
The second theme concerns the ellipses and ellipsoids on which the density function is
constant. He points out that the contours of equal density in two dimensions form similar
ellipses, and shows that the area of an ellipse has an exponential distribution. Bravais goes
on to derive the corresponding density function in three dimensions, which he describes as
not integrable in finite form.
The theory of errors in the plane is considered by Andri (1858) and Helmert (1868) in
the context of geodetic problems. They make no reference to Bravais, and such results as
are important in the sequel are those which he obtained in 1838. Much the same can be
said of the review by Czuber (1880) who attributes the introduction of the error ellipse to
Andra.
An extensive discussion of the theory of errors in the plane and in space is given by
Schols (Dutch original, 1875; French translation, 1886). He discovered the existence of
previous work only after completing his own, and comments that the memoir of Bravais
appears to be very little known. His treatment of normal distributions starts from the
asymptotic results of Laplace, and his development of their properties includes several
features not present in Bravais. Schols extends to three dimensions the transformation to
principal axes given by Bravais for two. He introduces the concepts of 'probable ellipse'
and 'probable ellipsoid', defined by analogy with probable error. He calculates tables of
what are most easily described as the distribution and density functions of
for v = 1,
Xlv/
3
of
course
form
of
is
not
used.
of
this
freedom, although
2, degrees
expression
Finally,
the calculus of probability applied to firing projectiles at a target is reviewed as an
example of errors in the plane. Horizontal and vertical axes through the mean point of
impact are taken to be the principal axes because firearms are symmetrical with respect to
a vertical plane through the bore. He adds that rifled arms are not symmetrical, but the
same assumption is then supported by experiment. After evaluating the consequences, he
proceeds to reprove Didion (1858) for concluding that horizontal and vertical errors are
independent on the basis of inspecting the points of impact, and Schols asserts that
independence is nonexistent. What can be the explanation of these contradictory remarks?
A statistical analysis of the points of impact was made by De Forest (1885). He employs
the method of moments to fit a bivariate error law to observations given by Didion
(1858), which refer to spherical bullets fired from a rifled pistol and cannon balls. His
results show that the mean point of impact is distinct from the centre of the target, and
that the mean squared errors along the principal axes differ. They also confirm his view
that the principal axes are not horizontal and vertical.
Bertrand's interest in probability theory applied to target-shooting is attested by four
Notes in Comptes Rendus (1888a), together with much of Chapter IX in his wise and
elegant book of the same year (Bertrand, 1888b). This chapter is entitled 'erreurs de
situation d'un point' and mentions both Bravais and Schols but considers only errors in
the plane. Bertrand expresses the density of the bivariate error law as Ge-H, where
H= k2u 2+2Auv + k'2v)2
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He finds 'les valeurs probables' of u2, uv and v2, explains how k2, k'2 and A can be
estimatedfrom sample moments, and derives the probabilitythat a shot falls outside the
ellipse correspondingto the value H, namely e-". By taking appropriatevalues for H, he
dividesthe plane into ten regions of equal probability.He proceedsto examine 1000 shots
from 10 firearmsof the same model, each marksmanfiring 10 shots with each firearm.
After estimatingthe constantsof the errorlaw, he presentsa table of the values of H for
each shotmarkarrangedin order of magnitudeand classifiedinto the ten regions defined
above. There are only 998 values because, he says, two shots missed the target. The
frequenciesin the ten regions are as follows:
99, 106, 100, 108, 100, 115, 89, 94, 90, 97.
Since the mean squared deviation from the mean is 62.4, as comparedwith a probable
value of 90, he concludes that the agreementbetween theory and facts is satisfactory.
The finalwords on the topic of target-shootingcan be left to Czuber.His book of 1891
is dividedinto three parts,concernedwith linear observationalerrors,the method of least
squares, and errors in the plane and in space. The exposition is careful and detailed
throughout,with many references.He reconsidersBertrand'sexample, and his results are
shown in Table 2, where the second column gives corrected frequencies of points of
impact in the ten regions. The heading of the third column is presumablyshort for
'Abweichungenvon den mutmasslichenZahlen', deviationsfrom the probable numbers.
Each value is what we would now describeas expected minus observed.The rest is much
as Bertrand.
In the firstpart of his book, Czuberreproducesthe derivationsby Helmert (1876a,b) of
En independentlyfollow the
the distributionsof E e? and E (ei _- )2, where
e2,...,
el, earlier sections when the theory of
same law of errors. No reference is made to these
errors in the plane and in space is discussed.
The multivariatelaw of errors is foreshadowedin the work of Bravais, but given full
generalityby Todhunter(1869) when seeking to extend Laplace'swork on the method of
least squares for two unknowns. Todhunter introduces a density proportional to e-",
where 'u is a homogeneousfunctionof the second degree in x, x2,...X, x, and incapable
of becoming negative'.
After Galton's work on correlationbecame known, mainly throughthe publicationin
1889 of Natural Inheritance,Edgeworth (1892) turned to consider the problem of

Table 2
Frequencies of shots in ten regions of target (Czuber,
1891)
Region

Treffpunkte Abweich. v.d. mutm. Zahl.

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

99
106
100
108
100
118
86
94
90

+1
-6
0
-8
0
-18
+14
+6
+10

X

99

+1

1000
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expressing the multivariate error law in correlational form. In his notation, u is
+ p2(x2- x2)2+... + 2q12(x1- x1)(X2- 2)+ 2q13(x1- X1)(X3- x3)+
pl(xlXl)2
....
Here again the deviations take the form expected minus observed. He starts from the
Galton-Dickson solution for two variables, where

when x, = X2

u = (X2- 2px12 + )/(1 - 2)
= 0. In the case of three variables, he finds by considering pairs that
p= A(1 - P~23), q12= A(P23P13-P12),

'with corresponding values for the other coefficients', where

A = A2{(1- P13)(

-

P12) -

(12P23

P13)2}?

The factor (1- p13) is wrong, and should be (1- p23).
'This reasoning is quite general; and accordingly, replacing the symbols x1, x2, x3, we
may extend to four and higher numbers of variables the solution which has been given
above for the case of three variables.'
A solution is given for four variables, again with trivial mistakes. The results are
expressed in the notation which Bravais attributed to Laplace. Edgeworth completed his
solution when he realized (1893) that A is the reciprocal of the determinant of the
correlation matrix. But at no stage does he consider product moments of the multivariate
distribution.
During the session 1894-5, Pearson lectured at University College London on the
theory of statistics for two hours per week. There were two students: George Udny Yule
and Alice Lee. Yule's lecture notes are summarized by Yule (1938). The original notes
have survived, and they specifically acknowledge the work of Bravais and Edgeworth.
Here also the symbol X2 appears. The section of Yule's notes concerned with goodness of
fit is analysed by E.S. Pearson (1965), who quotes correspondence in which Edgeworth
criticizes Karl Pearson for (a) assuming that the deviations of observed from expected
frequencies are independent, and (b) making no allowance for selecting the largest
deviations.
Pearson (1895) comments on Thiele's 1889 book (Hald, 1981). The test procedure
proposed by Pearson in 1893 is related to Thiele's methods, first used in 1871, which may
therefore be a source for Pearson's ideas at this stage.
5

Discussion

The development of the chi-squared test procedure up to 1900 can be divided into six
stages.

1. Transitionfrom multivariateerrorlaw to multivariatenormaldistribution.This could
only be completed after Galton's discovery of correlation in 1888, and with the help of
books like Salmon's Higher Algebra or Baltzer's Determinanten for the necessary algebraic techniques. In the case of three variates, Bravais (reproduced by Czuber) presents
the normal distribution in almost correlational form. Edgeworth, unconscious of Bravais,
obtains identical results, except that he expresses the parameters in terms of Galton's
correlation coefficient for pairs. In the case of four variates, Bravais makes a start and
Edgeworth extends his results for three variates. Edgeworth is right to claim that his
solution can be extended to a higher number of variates. When Pearson looked back in
1920 on the high noon of his correlational studies, he was unduly critical of Edgeworth
and has been taken to task by Seal (1967) and Stigler (1978). A complete transition
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awaited the product-moment definition of correlation coefficient (Pearson, 1896), but
Edgeworth's theorem is justly named.
2. Distribution of exponent in multivariate normal density. The methodical Czuber did
not appreciate that the results of Bravais and Schols had a common structure with the
distributions obtained by Helmert in a different context. Pearson was even less likely to do
so when he extended these results from 2 and 3 variates to any number.
'The field was very wide and I was far too excited to stop to investigate properly what
other people had done. I wanted to reach new results and apply them.'
Thus wrote Pearson in 1920. Later in the decade his historical studies led him back to
Czuber and he reproduced Helmert's work (Pearson, 1931). Since then the frontiers of
discovery have been pushed further back. The distribution of 8CE was derived before
1876, in effect by Bienaym6 (1852), who also obtained the series expansions used by
Pearson, and in actuality by Abbe (1863, collected works 1906), as pointed out by
Lancaster (1966) and Sheynin (1966) respectively. However, their description of 8e? as
X2 can be faulted for two reasons. First, while acknowledging the level of intellectual
attainment represented by derivations before Pearson, the fact is that all these earlier
results had no impact on the progress of mainstream statistics. Secondly, X2 is not only a
distribution, but also a statistic and a test procedure, all of which arrived simultaneously.
Lancaster finds in the paper by Bienaym6 (1838) a quantity similar to Pearson's statistic,
and attributes to him a central limit theorem for the multinomial distribution, but these
conclusions are disputed by Heyde & Seneta (1977, p. 102).
3. Approximation of multinomial distribution by multivariate normal density. Pearson
gives no explanation in 1900, but his argument can be inferred from subsequent papers,
for example Pearson (1916a), which show him to be assuming that individual normality
implies joint normality, as noted by Lancaster (1969, 1972). Pearson still believed this
argument in 1934.
When preparing his lectures on the history of statistics in the 17th and 18th centuries,
Pearson discovered around 1927 that Lagrange had by 1776 derived the multivariate
error law as an approximation to the multinomial distribution. The lecture notes (edited
by E.S. Pearson, 1978) describe the 'volume' outside an ellipsoid in multiple space as 'the
chance that the probability shall exceed a given value P'. This sheds some light on his
1900 phrase 'as great or greater frequency than that denoted by X'.
Another discovery of the approximation is noted by MacKenzie (1977, 1981). When
did the extension of De Moivre's theorem from the binomial to the multinomial distribution become an established result?
4. Evaluation of exponent when moments are those of multinomial. Pearson the applied
mathematician whould have no difficulty with moments. He had more trouble in evaluating X2 for deviations which sum to zero. This is the longest piece of algebra in the paper,
suggesting a discovery more recent than that of the distribution of X2, which occupies only
16 lines.
5. Definition of the event to which the probability P refers. There are two equivalent
interpretations of Pearson's description: (a) deviations from expected as large or larger
than observed; (b) probability density as small or smaller than observed. Were both
intended? If only one, then which one?
The title of the 1900 paper refers to 'deviations from the probable' and illustration IV
to 'deviations... from the most probable'. A comparison with the terminology used by
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Bertrand and Czuber, and by Pearson himself in 1893, shows that this phrase means
deviations from the expected value.
The initial description of P concerns 'a system of errors with as great or greater
frequency than that denoted by X' and comes immediately after a reference to the
ellipsoid of constant frequency. This ellipsoid, considered theoretically by Bravais and
Schols, and observed in practice by Galton (1889, p. 101), was the foundation stone of
multiple correlation, and therefore a concept which Pearson would mention quite naturally. Yule's notes of 1895 refer to 'the ellipse X' and 'the ellipsoid X'. Thus X identifies the
ellipsoid with constant frequency, and values of X are implied by the term 'as great or
greater frequency'.
Illustration II refers to 'a system of deviations as improbable or more improbable than
this one'. Such a definition accords with the idea of frequencies as small or smaller,
although Pearson never uses that phrase. Furthermore, the definition is vague and could
equally be used when applying a t test, for example.
Consequently, interpretation (a) is preferred here, whereas Cox & Hinkley (1978,
problem 3.3) favour (b), and Chang (1973) proposes a version which combines (a) and (b).
A clear statement of (b) is given by Neyman & E.S. Pearson (1928, p. 183).

6. Allowancefor the effectof estimatingunknownparameters.Virtuallyall the work on
this problem postdates Pearson (1900) and only a few brief comments can be made here.
The current orthodox view is that established by Fisher in the 1920's using the concept of
'degrees of freedom', a number which is reduced by one for each parameter efficiently
estimated. Bartlett (1981, p. 6) quotes from a letter of E.S. Pearson dated 30 March 1979:
'I knew long ago that KP used the 'correct' degrees of freedom for (a) difference
between two samples and (b) multiple contingency tables. But he could not see that X2 in
curve fitting should be got asymptotically into the same category.'
Here Pearson (1916b) is relevant. In an unpublished Fisher memorial lecture, G.A.
Barnard makes a distinction between types of parameter which affects the calculation of
the degrees of freedom.

6 Conclusions
When Pearson began his statistical career, the problem of assessing whether or not
standard distributions provided acceptable fits to sets of data was well known. Simple tests
using normal approximations to binomial distributions were introduced by Laplace, and
comparisons of statistics with their expected values had taken over from subjective
inspections of a set of frequencies. Pearson's attention was immediately directed to the
problem when he added to the existing corpus of artificial experiments. Within two years
he was able to produce a test procedure based on 'the standard deviation of the standard
deviation' which represented an advance on anything else accessible in 1893. After that,
the problem of goodness of fit marked time while correlation and regression were
vigorously pushed forward and the range of standard distributions was extended by the
Pearson system. Nothing of importance to the problem appears in his published work
during this period although further exploration evidently rumbled on in lecture notes and
correspondence.
In the 1900 paper, Pearson confronted all the difficulties. They are concerned with
distribution theory, asymptotic approximations, singular matrices, and the effect of
estimating parameters. Edgeworth had already expressed the multivariate normal distribution in operational form. Pearson proceeded to give the distribution theory of the
exponent in full generality, derive a simple and appropriate test statistic, and press on to
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the applications with all that they implied for the status of the law of errors. Some
theoretical details are omitted and he has been particularly criticized for mistaking the
effects of estimation. The faults of the paper may be explained either by the excitement
which Pearson recalled in 1920, or by other aspects of his personality, for which see
Greenwood (1949) and Yule (1936). However, the surprising thing is not that the paper
has faults, but that so much was accomplished. Furthermore, Pearson inaugurated lines of
research in many fields which are still active, for example goodness of fit, contingency
tables, and measures of association.
The many positive aspects of originality and usefulness far outweigh the defects of
presentation. Pearson's 1900 paper on chi squared is one of the great monuments of
twentieth century statistics.
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R&sume
La communication de Pearson en 1900 pr6sentait ce que ulterieurement est devenu l'6preuve de Chi-carr6
d'excellence d'ajustement. La terminologie et les allusions d'il y a quatre-vingt ans cr6ent une barriere pour le
lecteur moderne, qui trouve que l'interpretation du procedure de l'6preuve de Pearson et la d6termination de ce
qu'il a achev6 ne sont pas trbsnettes en d6pit des avances techniques qui ont 6t6 faites depuis lors. Ici j'ai fait un
effort de surmonter ces difficult6s par les moyens de l'exploration des activit6s pertinantes de Pearson pendant la
premiere d6cade de sa carriere en statistiques, et de la description du travail de ses contemporains et
e
qui semble avoir eu une influence sur son approche au probleme. Je n'ai pas eu une r6ponse
pr6d6cesseurs
toutes les questions, et il y en a d'autres qui resteront pour une etude ulterieure.
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